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This bachelor’s thesis examines the representation of cities in open world video games. It explores

the many techniques and practices for creating immersive game city environments, and the unique

planning criteria that they employ.

The subjects for analysis are open world video games and their inhabited cities. Firstly, the vital

importance of immersion to designing game worlds is defined and highlighted, and the scarcity of

academic work on the topic is established. Secondly, literature regarding game cities and immersion

are discussed and presented as part of the framework for the following analysis phase. The best

practices establish three significant game cities from the 2010s to present; under observation are

their means of achieving a memorable and believable city image and techniques to produce

immersion. Finally, the Findings-chapter relays the observations from the best practices and analyzes

them in regards to the literature.

This study discovers that game cities heavily emphasize visual imagery and rely on strong narratives

in creating tone and immersion. Elements such as social dimension and city image take up new

meaning and weight in game cities.

It is reasoned that games have their own criteria and techniques to aid immersion. Furthermore, this

thesis also facilitates the separation of virtual planning from traditional planning criteria - immersion

is presented to occur when game city elements occupy the intended tone and narrative.

Avainsanat Game Cities, Virtual Planning, City Image, Urban Narrative, Immersion
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1 Settling in
1.1. Introduction

Context

Relatively little has been written in the academic fields on the design of video game

cities, despite the increasing relevance of games in modern society. Game development

is booming due to ease of access to game-making tools, and increasing financial

interest in the expanding market. The rapid evolution of game graphics (Image 3),

commensurate with the advanced hardware of today, allow games to pivot towards more

immersive virtual worlds (Lemmenlehti 2016, p. 22), while simultaneously exerting more

focus on their urban planning.

Image 3: First Video Games
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There are plenty of reasons to contemplate the topic of video game cities in

contemporary years. In addition to studying architecture and urban planning, I am a

games enthusiast, and have become curious of how functioning game cities are built,

and of the elements contributing to immersion of such spaces.

The literature on narratives and game development suggests that immersion and

engagement are key to positive user experience (Koenitz et la. 2013, p. 186; Cheng &

Cairns 2005, p. 1272). It is also emphasized that narrative and gameplay shouldn’t be

the sole focus - game elements such as world details, landscape as well as urban

structures should also be given great attention - see Image 4. Calleja describes these

elements in a pivotal role in game experience; as sensory replication of reality (2011, p.

26), while others denote that the game’s immersion and resonance are enabled by

player choices and agency (Hatavara et la. 2016, p. 73; Gerber & Götz 2019, p. 63).

Image 4: Tarrey Town of Zelda: Breath of the Wild exemplifies good environments mixed with story

In addition to acting as narrative driving forces, a limited number of studies also

denote a correlation between a game’s urban environment and immersion. Schweizer

comments on public and private space, as well as traversal through the city as important
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aspects to game development (2009, p. 90). An expert on game urbanism, Konstantinos

Dimopoulos, also highlights the complementary nature of the game city to the game’s

atmospheric and narrative demands in his lecture (2020).

Interrelation between game city, urban environments and immersion are yet to be

explored to their full potency. That being said, This thesis sets out to explore these

convergences, aiming to answer the following questions:

➢ How to design immersive imaginary urban environments?

➢ To what extent do game worlds mirror real world problems and phenomena?

➢ In what ways does the design criteria of a good game city di�er from real cities?

The first, perhaps most important question is based on the notion that memorable

and convincing experiences in game cities are predicated on the feeling of immersion;

specific factors of which are yet to be determined. Whether or not the player deems the

virtual city believably inhabited; or is immersed in the flow of the game world - dictates

their enjoyment of and willingness to assimilate to the social fibers of the game city

(Dimopoulos 2020). How then, from a city design perspective, can immersion be

enhanced and brought forward?

The second question explores the extent to which game cities - increasingly

complex and comparable to real ones - reflect and mimic the urban functions and

societal structures of our world. By extension, this paper also wants to examine the

purpose and effect of game cities parodying real world urban aesthetics. A hypothesis

can be made; game cities, with their rich worlds and capitalist civic portrayals, tend to

illustrate many of the contemporary trends and concerns in urbanist literature.

The final question, then, focuses on the more pragmatic design choices of game

cities; the techniques and ideologies surrounding good game design, and on contrasting

these values with actual urban planning. The fundamental differences between

designing cities of games and cities of the real world are conversed on.
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Games have their own fictional, even fantastical agendas and stories to tell -

often obligating to distort and inflate city elements. The interplay between simulation and

fantasy is an important aspect of this research, as is the extent to which established

urban design mindset is applicable to games.

Purpose & Methodology

This thesis endeavors to discover general rules and philosophies for creating virtual

urban environments, and hopefully also some well-thought-out recommendations for

game designers wanting to produce rich, thematically resonant cities. This thesis

endeavors to tackle them in the following ways:

Firstly, key concepts such as immersion, virtual city and city image are explained

and introduced in the context of this paper, followed by a literature review involving the

disciplines of urban planning, narrative, and immersion in interactive media. From there,

the game titles chosen for best practices are introduced and their significance is

displayed, as is also the analysis method/approach to observe the games from.

Secondly, the thesis presents the best practices - three game studies. Under

analysis are: atmosphere, visuals, experience, and ways of immersion. The extent to

which games emphasize these criteria is observed.

Los Santos from game Grand Theft Auto V

Gotham City from game Batman: Arkham Knight

Night City from game Cyberpunk 2077

Thirdly, in the Findings-chapter, the major discoveries from best practices are

brought over; their own similarities and differences in themes, design. Previously

introduced ideas from literature review are now weighed under a new lens.
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In the Conclusions-chapter, this paper concludes with a framework to designing

game cities, carefully distilled through analyses of best practices. The last reflection

chapter serves as an introspective look throughout the whole process of constructing

this thesis, and presents further research potential.

1.2. Key Concepts

Open world video game - Open world is a term for a video game where the player has

considerable freedom in terms of movement and activity (Lemmenlehti 2016, p. 16). In

an open world setting the choices and actions the player can undertake feel varied and

diverse (Gerber & Götz, 2019 p. 282), while other video games tend to have a more

linear structure to their gameplay. This thesis explores games with a single-player,

story-driven perspective. games featuring an open world; vast maps abundant with

urban functions and visual attractions - see image below.

Image 5: Novigrad, vivid medieval fantasy city of Witcher 3: Wild Hunt
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Game city planning - Game city planning is synonymous to developing comprehensive

plans and designs for the use of space within cities and towns found in games. The

primary purpose of a game city is to be a believable illusion. Game cities act as

simulations to an extent - as narrative actors, and as tools for world-building

(Dimopoulos 2020). For the sake of clarity, this thesis refers to game cities as; cities and

urban environments found in games. In addition, urban planning in video games is

rephrased as virtual planning.

Image 6: The powerful atmosphere of the game; Inside

Atmosphere - Atmosphere in games is the hidden layer between the artwork, audio,

narrative, and level design, and can elevate the experience beyond the

moment-to-moment pleasures of the gameplay. Moreover, atmosphere stems from a

strong sense of tone and narrative in a work, the goal of which is to provide a more

seamless, meaningful, and internally consistent experience for players (Image 6).

Different locations possess their own unique atmosphere design (Gerber & Götz 2019,

p. 229).
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“Architecture also serves as a medium that can arouse emotions and create

atmospheres by using specific materials, lighting, and space. (Gerber & Götz 2019, p.

236)”

As part of atmosphere, the best practices also discuss aesthetics - the philosophical

study of sensory experiences through which the spirit of a place can be interpreted and

valued - pertinent to genres exhibited in the leading games, such as dystopian, gothic

and neo-capitalist cities.

Immersion - Immersion at the epicenter of this research. It suggests deep mental

involvement; absorption in the game’s current activity and story - to some extent induced

by its virtual planning. Douglas and Hargadon refer to immersion as “being completely

absorbed within the ebb and flow of a familiar narrative schema (2000, p. 154).”

In game cities, embracing the simulation and being engaged at the events happening

in-game is the first step. Koenitz argues that games are more successful at incorporating

immersion in their core functions than many other interactive media (Koenitz et la. 2013,

p. 25). It is established; immersion is the key component to

good game design - but is by no means easily achieved

(Cheng & Cairns 2005, p. 1272). Following the game

analyses, we shall take a closer look in the third chapter at

techniques and means to create immersion and a sense of

authentic space via game cities.

Abstracting - Abstracting is the act of omitting or removing

something from a source (Dimopoulos 2020) - in this thesis,

it refers to the simplification and preserving only the most

thematically resonant and valuable parts of the urban

environment as a means for providing the most immersive

and exciting user experience as possible (see adjacent

Image 7).
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1.3. Literature review

This section discusses the trends and views on virtual planning and game cities present

in existing literature. The regarded fields include but are not limited to - urban planning,

game design, narrative studies, and digital media. Before entering the game analyses, it

must be noted that the assembled academic evidence subscribes to the central themes

of functional and memorable city image. The best practices aim to substantiate these

ideas - may they be true or not - through concrete design analysis.

A Social, Functioning City

A prevalent idea throughout the texts is the notion of the city as a place serving the

people. Jan Gehl, the renowned professor in urban design, states in “Cities for People”,

that a lively city facilitates strong potential for social interaction (Gehl 2010, p. 63), the

presence of others assigning value to that space. People-friendly urban planning has

been seen as the proper approach ever since the latter half of the 20th century (Leomi

2015, p. 40). This then poses a challenge for open world single-player games to

properly convey the social fibers of public spaces, since the only active social subject in

the game is the player themselves. Hudson also denotes that social interaction precedes

immersion (Hudson et la. 2019, 460). Since all game characters are virtual entities, the

social experience might be altered or somewhat limited. However, it might be up to

virtual planning to work around that. Schweizer denotes that a well-designed game will

stimulate the social subject to play and engage with the systems (2009, p. 29). This

sentiment is echoed by beliefs in virtual planning accommodating its own visual and

spatial design logic (Zarzycki 2012, p. 755), and in consistent design choices supporting

the human dimension within game cities (Dimopoulos 2020).

There is also discussion around the balancing of practicalities and aesthetics.

According to Gehl (2010), city space can be designed so that all functional requirements

are met, but randomly combined details, materials and color rob it of visual coordination

(p. 176). Conversely, cities can also be designed with dominating emphasis on
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aesthetics to the neglect of functional aspects , neither of which are ideal. Well

thought-out city planning must merge practical needs with concern for detail and beauty.

The issue becomes interesting in the context of game worlds, since - again -

cities in games aren’t designed for actual societies, and are emancipated of regulations

and other economic feasibilities (Gerber & Götz 2019 p. 15). However, as game cities

still aim to be believable, functional elements apparently need to exist as places and

physical assets - as an illusory guarantee of the city’s authenticity. Dimopoulos stresses

the importance of urban functions, the very reason cities exist - and whom cities are built

to support and facilitate (Dimopoulos 2020). In the same vein, in Schweizer’s thesis the

home base, subway and diners are displayed as essential tropes integral to the city

experience (2009, p. 78-85). A city that integrates the player can also be perceived as a

city designed for people.

Memorable Imagery

Other prominent concepts in literature include city image and its subtler narratives. In

“The Image of the City”, Kevin Lynch notes the difficulty of obtaining a single cohesive

image of a city, and cities rather being a series of images, memories and vignettes

clustered in our minds (1960, p. 2). In video game cities this is especially true, since

story-driven games might enforce an objective-focused style of play, where one has little

time to collect many memories and mental pictures of the virtual environment.

To evoke a strong sense of place in any given observer, planned environments

must possess high imageability (Lynch 1960, p. 9). Since the player is almost always on

the move, timeframes are limited for games to exert their image and urban

characteristics (Schweizer 2013, p. 9). Imageability refers to shapes, colors and design

elements that construe vividly identified, powerfully structured mental images of the

environment (Lynch 1960, p. 9). Game cities have strong control over variables of space

and atmosphere (Gerber & Götz 2019, p. 236). They are also prone to trick the viewer

into perceiving the game city as greater than it actually is; through abstractions and

exaggerations (Dimopoulos 2020). It can be reasoned that due to their malleability and
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vast visualization potentials (Lemmenlehti 2016, p.111), video games have particularly

strong potential for imageability, enabling creative and otherworldly ideas to blossom

and be ingrained in our minds. Catalani et. la second this by inferring that built

environments to an extent reflect the local people and culture; which can very well also

apply to the game cities context (2018, p. 287).

Lastly, narratives are also of frequent discussion; as part of interactive media, and

by extension as a key component to immersion. Hatavara et la. propose a parallel

between reading fiction and playing games - as both activities allow participants to

reorient themselves into the fictional narratives currently experienced (2016, p. 89). In

line with this, Schweizer comments on how game cities can have metaphorical and thus

narrative connotations (Schweizer 2009, p. 76). Identifiable, familiar schemas and

narratives are also proven to increase user enjoyment (Douglas & Hargadon 2000, p.

158). Similarly on a smaller scale, Fischer-Nebmaier describes everyday spaces and

paths as often ending up as the object of cultural and narrative theory musings

(Fischer-Nebmaier 2015, p. 21).

Moreover, immersive settings are claimed to be tightly linked with deeper, more

engaging narratives (Koenitz et la. 2013, p. 25). Virtual planning is but an aspect of a

game’s overall narrative, but the extent to which the former can influence the latter can

be significant. Via the best practices, this thesis seeks to transpose these notions of

image and narrative into a preliminary, somewhat applicable framework, and discover

how these notions from literature manifest in actual game cities.
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1.4. Wayfarers of Game City Representation

There were three criteria as to what games to observe. In consideration were the scale

and complexity of the game worlds; the necessity for the game to include cityscape, and

having a form of abstracted urban reality. Secondly considered was popularity -

reflective of generally positive user experiences and base credibility to an extent. Thirdly,

the games have been chosen for their familiarity, as the researcher has spent hundreds

of hours immersing themselves in these worlds; traversing and admiring the detailed

environments.

Schweizer chose his object for his study (Saints Row: The Third) based on the

city’s integration of it’s open world setting and mobility, as well as its organic feel of

location (Schweizer 2013, p. 2). For similar reasons, my three cities featured in best

practices are significant for my preconceived notions of their large scale, sharp attention

to detail and strong thematic resonance with their game narratives. Urban environments

are intertwined with the themes of the game’s story and utilized as major narrative

enhancers. Over time, The researcher has developed an understanding for their

individual design philosophies.
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● Grand Theft Auto V possesses a very detailed world and meticulously crafted urban

and landscape designs, and Lemmenlehti describes it as the defining game for

open-world genre (Lemmenlehti 2016, p. 59). Despite being the first to be released

amongst these three titles, GTA V and its Los Santos have cemented themselves as

the benchmark for all future game cities

● Cyberpunk 2077 (Image 8) was possibly the most anticipated game of the 21st

century, and it’s city map is even larger than that of GTA V. Filled with fascinating

futuristic architecture and dense, overbearing urban elements, Cyberpunk 2077

presents dystopian realities of gentrification (Amato et la. 2021) and neo-capitalist

societies (Ridell et la. 2009) saturated by displays of digital media and flagrant

imbalances between classes

● Batman: Arkham Knight provides us with a world and cityscape on a scale

superhero/comic-based games have never seen before. It offers interesting views on

traversal and viewpoints from which to experience the city, harkening back to ideas

presented by Leomi (Leomi 2015, p. 83). Furthermore, Arkham Knight beautifully

blends tones of gothic and steampunk aesthetics, contributing to a very unique game

city experience

The games are analyzed through the ideas and concepts presented in literature

review. The three game cities are expected to balance spatial character (Lynch 1960, p.

44) with their commensurate functional importances. In playing these games, the

researcher actively maintains a critical approach in their playthroughs, in sensing the

atmosphere and feelings evoked by the urban environment. Most importantly, the

researcher seeks for moments and places when immersion feels the strongest; for

effective and memorable virtual planning patterns. Though these observations are

regarded as subjective experiences, they hold weight through the researcher detailing

the means through which they were acquired. The game analyses culminate in the

discussions chapter, where their virtual planning is contrasted by the ideas of literature,

and through-lines for creating immersive game cities are drawn.
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2 Game analyses

2.1. Los Santos of the Game Grand Theft Auto V

Grand Theft Auto V, also known as GTA V, is an open world action-adventure game

published in 2013 by Rockstar Games, developed from 2009 to 2013. Its main

environment development took roughly 18 months (Lemmenlehti 2016, p. 66). The game

is set in Los Santos, a fictional Californian city that draws strong inspiration from Los

Angeles. Its story and characters borrow heavily from Hollywood and American crime

movies and stereotypes, and establish memorable imageability. The most eye-catching

traits about Los Santos are its expansive city environment, diverse landscapes, and the

recreation of a full-scale city in a believable abstraction.

Los Santos - Californian city borrowing many traits from Los Angeles.
Urban life is filled with references to popular culture. Resembles a real life city the
most out of best practices

Image 9: Los

Santos’

version of the

famous LA

landmark
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Immersion is at the forefront of GTA V enjoyment. It’s not just limited to the city

planning elements, but can be traced to the believable, rough behavior of the in-game

computer-generated characters that often-times feel very much like real people, and a

very textured, dynamic environment. Roadside graffiti is distinct and detailed, and rude

drivers elevate Los Santos’ feel to that of a real American city. Many landmarks of Los

Santos also mimic that of Los Angeles (see Image 9).

However, as Gerber and Götz state, the above-mentioned aspects exist as mere

padding, it’s added “noise” to pre-designed game content. The focus groups of GTA

players in Atkinson’s & Willis’ research express that the strength of the GTA franchise is

producing complete city environments and layout in addition to attendant social ecology

(2009, p. 412). Los Santos is depicted in GTA V as an island featuring three main areas,

with the total land area of the game at about 80 square-kilometers (Lemmenlehti 2016,

p. 67). The downtown area where the most development time was invested, takes up

around 14 square-kilometers of land, accentuating many urban functions along the road.

The niches of many of these functions also bring out a lot of character - the prominence

and vibrant facades of many dirty diners and adult entertainment businesses are

contrasted with towering banks and corporate entities of the central business district

(see image below).

Lemmenlehti conducted an interview with the lead environment designer of GTA

V, Stuart MacDonald, about the design of Los Santos. MacDonald revealed that situating

Los Santos on an island was a natural means to restrict the play area, so as to stay

within budget (2016 p. 68). To give the illusion of a larger scale, the developers decided

to add mountain ranges (Image 12) surrounding the city to restrict the views and to

provide a sense of larger vertical scale but a snowglobe-like condensed reality. These

mountains, though traversable, by Lynch’s criteria act as boundaries for line of sight and

breaks in continuity (Lynch 1960, p. 47).

The city of Los Santos is largely defined by a grid-like structure of paths and

districts. Navigation through the city does not always feel organic, as the lack of nodes
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and landmarks, especially in the central districts of the city, complicates pathing and

direction. Nodes and landmarks serve a heavy directing role in city planning that guide

the eye (Lynch 1960, p. 46). Los Santos provides a few taller structures decorating the

middle of the city - from afar rather recognizable, but at street level offering little variation

Image 10: The dusty streets of Los Santos

to the concrete-filled city scenery (Image 10). Los Santos is able to facilitate necessary

functions, such as going to work or school, and waiting for buses. However, Gehl argues

that good cities also provide options for secondary social activities, like walking down a

promenade, places to take a good look at the city, or places to sit down and relax (2010,

p. 20) - places Los Santos sorely lacks in its city center. As mentioned earlier, Los
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Santos exhibits a flashy, vibrant facade - perhaps at the expense of comfort. Rather, Los

Santos’ recreational destinations are in the city suburbia, and not harmonized with its

most bustling central districts. The whole game only includes two named parks with

proper planning, as displayed by Image 11.

Image 11: The map displays the two notable parks in the city’s Northern suburbs

Evidently, Los Santos is not the most ideal nor the most inviting city to live in,

which surprisingly does not lessen immersion. When Rockstar Games were creating the

city, they drew very heavy inspiration from real life Los Angeles, down to their parodies

of the Hollywood-sign and the hilltop observatory. The real life Los Angeles is also quite

segregated, with little room to breathe between concrete structures, and many gated

neighborhoods (Amato 2021, p. 156). It could be argued that GTA V reproduces the
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spirit of L.A. in Los Santos; consequently, the dysfunctionalities included. Lemmenlahti

reinforces this point further by stating: “Grand Theft Auto-series has always shown the

gritty side of reality in its games (2016 p. 71)”, and adds how GTA V’s Sandy Shores

mimic the real life decay of the Bombay Beach.

While Los Santos inherits many traits from a real life Californian metropolis, it has

to condense many elements to maintain a reasonable scale and focus. Abstracting LA

maintains most of essential urban functions, while condensing in scale (Dimopoulos

2020). The disadvantages of the abstraction process are the loss of subtle urban details

and minutiae that, according to Catalani et la., can contribute to holistic urban planning

visions (2018, p. 5). Yet still, the trimming and selecting process for urban elements

gives access to smooth and constantly exciting traversal of the game city.

In conclusion, GTA V’s Los Santos succeeds in offering a versatile way to limit

line of sight through mountains, and also in managing to provide the players with a

believable abstraction of a Californian city containing most key urban functions.

Image 12: Sunset over the high mountains of Los Santos
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2.2. Night City of the Game Cyberpunk 2077

Cyberpunk 2077 is a 2020 open world action role-playing single-player game, developed

by the Polish game studio CD Projekt Red. The story takes place in the

futurist-dystopian Night City, where the player operates as V, a mercenary with

cybernetic enhancements. The game was developed by a team of over 500 people, the

largest project CD Projekt Red has ever embarked on. The game was heavily

anticipated, and at launch received praise on its story art, and graphics, while its

gameplay received very mixed reactions. This section focuses on its dystopian design

and - despite all the bright shining lights - the gritty interpretations on urbanism of Night

City.

Basics of Night City - dystopian, futuristic city with cluttered urban space.
Situated in the middle of a desert, growing wealth disparity, raging crime, divided
into districts based on social classes

Firstly, the Night City is massive in size; the city center occupies around 10

square-kilometers more area than Los Santos. The city is divided in 6 different districts,

each of them assuming different aesthetic and socio-economic identities. Since the city

is quite large and varied in parts, it’s difficult for one to get used to its environment, and

familiarity takes time to form.

Unpredictability induces curiosity within the player to keep exploring new and

unknown corners of the city. As Gerber and Götz warn against world-weariness: “the

more familiar we become with a certain world and its logics, the less interesting and

surprising this world becomes, progressively losing any sense of the sublime (2019, p.

160).” Night City upholds that sense of wonder within the player much longer than most

games are capable of.

In addition to horizontal scale, Night City also provides vertical growth and

diversity. The city offers many levels of elevation. “Underground tunnels, buildings

reaching up to the sky, lifts and infinite staircases... verticality is an integral part of Night
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City’s city life”, states the game’s lead environment artist Kacper Niepokólczycki in an

interview conducted by Domus (Tommasino 2020). The explanation for such architecture

within the story is that the dystopian society is run by corporations, and there are no

building regulations to inhibit advertising. Maximizing commercial profitability is done by

maximizing building size and height, as well as overlapping buildings competing for

attention - see Image 13 - a trajectory future architecture might very well take, as

speculated on by Ridell (2009, p. 283). Paths also frequently overlap and intersect,

bringing along vertical mobility, whereas traversal in Los Santos seems looser and less

clustered.

While Night City appears multi-faceted, the lack of proper harmony between the

city image elements complicates navigation. The paths of the city are its prominent

feature, with districts being disproportionate and oversized, and nodes few and far in

between. Tall buildings often block the line of sight, and the landmarks that from afar

seem to serve a guiding, coordinating role, are obstructed by other urban structures from

up close. All of these conscious design choices taken into account, it’s apparent that

Night City intentionally overlooks the comfort and privacy of its inhabitants, to the effect
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of construing an unsafe, hostile city environment. The world and atmosphere of

Cyberpunk 2077 warrants this sort of virtual planning. Senior game designer Oniscu

describes Night City as: “the counter to what Urban planners would tell you when asked

how you should design a city (2020)”. The goal of CD Projekt Red is to evoke feelings of

insignificance and repression. Oniscu goes on to explain that with the theme of the

game being competition and the survival of the fittest-mentality, Night City is not

supposed to, and unable to offer safety or social urban planning. It foregoes the

principles for pleasant and navigable urban life to enhance its tone and world. Night City

is a dystopian, crime-ridden place, where corporate entities control everyone’s daily

lives; dense and overwhelming by design.

Moreover, the oversaturation of colors and textures in Night City’s urban facade

can be interpreted as intrusive and visually clashing against themselves - see image 14.

Ching argues for the feasibility of more than one single dominant element in an

architectural composition, but warns against carrying this visual interest too far as to not

be replaced with confusion; “when everything is emphasized, nothing is emphasized

(2007 p. 370)”. This phenomenon is reflected in the busy facades of Night City’s brutalist
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structures, as well as in the overabundance of cluttered built mass - evoking a sense of

restlessness.

Despite these sentiments, Night City still offers more public spaces for lounging

and walking than Los Santos. For instance, there’s a comfortable riverwalk with layered

space for gazing at the city and sitting down. Night City offers many sitting areas, and

variety in public space such as large squares and a vast park in the central district with

diverse vegetation.

Finally, it must be brought out that Night City reflects many issues plaguing real

world cities within the game context. The city’s distribution of well-kept comfortable

space is skewed, and more so delegated to the more affluent districts. Cyberpunk’s lore

and gameplay suggest that Night City is plagued by social inequality and wealth

disparity. For instance, the image below displays a part of Westbrook District, home to

Night City’s wealthy elite and corporate heads. In-game, it is portrayed as the best

district to live in, with vast greenery and well-kept landscape designs. Amato mentions

how gentrification and global consumerism go hand-in-hand in creating a perpetual

cycle in cities (2021, p. 15); Night City illustrates this problem by its corporate leaders

Image 15: The wealthy Westbrook
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reside in villas and mansions while most of its citizens struggle beneath the slums of

colossal megabuildings, and by supporting discriminatory urban development.

Then, Fischer-Nebmaier stresses that cultural hegemonies - a concept present in

Night City in the form of ethnic gangs and culturally divided living areas - are interlinked

with issues of power and profit. Furthermore, he contemplates the possibility of

influencing people perpetually to be content with hegemony - as to render them numb to

the injustice (Fischer-Nebmaier et la. 2015, p. 6). Similarly, the Night City citizens in the

game world have already ingrained the ideas of struggle and indecency of man as part

of their everyday - as the norm and the narrative promoted by Night City’s overbearing

media (see Image 16). Evidently, social issues in Night City are emblematic of those of

the contemporary megacities.

In summary, Night City of Cyberpunk 2077 subverts many expectations of the

good and livable city through its grotesque and dystopian virtual planning. Night City is

able to interweave ideas of an unfriendly, extremely commercialized megacity with an

upheaval of traditional urban planning strategies - all aspects utilized as powerful means

to enhance story.

Image 16: Pretty neon signs hiding some darker aspects of that society..
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2.3. Gotham City of the Game Batman: Arkham Knight

Batman: Arkham Knight is a 2015 action-adventure game developed by Rocksteady

Studios. The game is, as the name suggests, situated in Gotham City, the home to the

famous vigilante hero, Batman. Its narrative, characters, and aesthetics take great

inspiration from the Batman comic book mythos. Arkham Knight’s gameplay is a blend of

combat, detective work, an engaging story, as well as traveling and exploring within

Gotham City. While the game focuses primarily on characters and storytelling, Gotham

City - an urban entity filled with history and fascinating design choices - acts as a key

atmospheric component (as displayed in Image 17).

Basics of Gotham City - a large metropolis with grim tone and gothic, a bit
fantastical architecture. A city struggling with crime and injustice, with Batman as
its sole protector. At the start of the game Gotham is evacuated due to a
poisonous toxin spread into the city by one of the story’s villains

Image 17: Magnificent views from above
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In Arkham Knight, urban functions are again a prominent feature of Gotham’s city

image. The map showcases a wide range of unique buildings and places, ranging from

banks to convenient stores, each serving their own purpose. Schweizer adds to this in

his thesis, that in order for game spaces to be memorable, they need legible

presentation and meaningful functions (2009, p. 12). Arkham Knight fulfills these criteria;

Gotham City is defined by themes of industrialization and commerce - translating to

chemical plants and tall office buildings. In the researcher’s eyes Gotham City is akin to

a restless, steam-powered machine, reflected in its virtual planning.

Additionally, Gotham’s streets also exhibit strong character - from their detailed

facades to their gothic and overall steampunk-esque forms (Image 18). Gehl notes that

texture and details, as well as mixed functions, are major tenets of lively street image

(2010, p. 79). Arkham Knight’s streets can be described as possessing soft edges;

appealing ground floors offering varying textures, functions and details. Walking on the

lanes, many shop facades and windows are clear and see-through. The physical shells

of buildings are coated in embellished edges and ornaments, engaging the viewer’s

Image 18: Streets brimming with detail
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imagination on life behind those walls. Gotham’s articulated architecture maintains the

fading technique of ornamentation (Catalani 2018, p. 11), providing its buildings with

unique symbolism and function, traits less apparent in Los Santos and Night City. This

functionality gains new meaning within the game itself, where ornamental gargoyles are

purposefully transposed into vantage points for Batman to grapple onto and glide

through, since a large part of Batman’s movement is aerial.

Gotham’s detailed architectural design stands in contrast to the modern(Los

Santos) and futuristic(Night City) in other examples. This almost Victorian aesthetic

works in Gotham’s favor, building heaps of history and intricacy to the game city. Gerber

and Götz note that not many game cities are able to offer vivid details when exploring

urban environments (Gerber & Götz 2019, p. 140) - Arkham Knight subverts this idea; its

streets are multi-faceted, and exciting for pedestrians. For the researcher, a particularly

memorable moment occurred in Gotham’s Chinatown district as the player was passing

a Chinese fast food restaurant - where the food products were on display kiosk-style -

accompanied by a large neon sign. The level of detail within that experience is immense,

and yet again signifies the importance of color and imagery in street facades (Gehl

2010, p. 151). Many other buildings also appear desolated and closed in-game, adding

believability to the city being evacuated, and hinting at dynamic social behavior.

Gotham City’s design also employs distortions of our world required to fit their

new game purposes (Gerber & Götz 2019, p. 14). As the game mechanics demand

unconventional/fictional traits from the city elements, virtual planning can accommodate

such quirks. In Arkham Knight, Batman traverses through his grappling gun, swinging

from building to building - inviting for vertical variety in Gotham’s structures as to

diversify Batman’s gliding patterns and stimulating the player through gliding sessions,

shifting from building ledge to ledge (see Image 19 on next page). Roof structures also

need to be sharp and multi-layered to enrich the imageability of the city while traversing

through air. Exemplified by Arkham Knight, games can have unique planning criteria less

pertinent to real world needs, fitting for their gameplay needs.
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Image 19: Batman’s unique means of traversal

In a similar manner of distortion, Gotham is able to imply a larger scale than it

actually is. Arkham Knight’s Gotham is not shown to be only limited to the playable area

- the game alludes to an even bigger urban space in the horizon, though the path there

is blocked. Some might deem the inaccessible cityscape as dishonest, and might even

induce metalepsis (Kukkonen & Klimek 2011, p. 17), a concept in narratology related to

disruption of one’s immersion. Furthermore, such design choices as showing life and

destinations in distant lands out of reach may trigger Weltschmerz/world-weariness

(Gerber & Götz p. 158). Yet still, in the eyes of the researcher, the benefits of this

technique outweigh the disadvantages. The path towards the unexplorable - a bridge - is

bounded in a reasonable roadblock, and the distant colorful horizons serve to enrich the

city image. Leomi mentions how cities are a spectacle from above any vantage point;

from which the observer’s glance is both unbeatable and consolidating (2015, p. 83) -

views echoed by Gotham City, as Batman is often situated peering over Gotham City

atop tall structures.
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Image 20: The deceptive extended city can be seen in the horizon to the left

In summary, Batman: Arkham Knight’s Gotham City encompasses many ways in

which games can utilize their urban space to produce a lived-in environment full of

character. It shows the importance of incorporating urban functions, ornamental streets,

and a wider world just beyond reach.
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3 Findings
Having delved into the best practices, some through-lines and common ideas were

found amongst the studied games. In addition, a better grasp on game cities and how

they function were gained. In relation to established literature, these sentiments are

relayed in this chapter. The ideas presented in section 1.3. have now gone through

metamorphosis, and can be recontextualized through the game city analyses.

The main topics of the literature review - a social, functioning city as well as

memorable imagery - after processing the games, are molded into new ideas. The

findings emphasize these two categories as well, them being function and narrative.

3.1. Investment in Functionality, Impressions through Illusions

The findings highlight the importance of designing functional, coherent cities that assist

gameplay and immersion. The researcher observes the subject cities to be legible urban

systems operating by themselves, supporting the notion of classifying the player as a

mere participant in these systems (Schweizer 2009, p. 29). Structures and environments

were infused with unique aesthetics and tailored for their respective cities. For instance,

Los Santos features gridlike streets and quite rigid, dry urban images deprived of

comfort, whereas Night City’s megalomaniac skyscrapers compete for attention as

different architectural styles clash above spaghettified roads; in line with their dystopian

environment. In turn, Gotham City’s varied top forms enable smooth movement for the

Batman, and its many towers and pipes communicate the city’s industrial history and

functions. Believability, and by extension immersion (Dimopoulos 2020), is accessed

through consistent visual tone and application of seamless internal logic of game city.

Contrary to literature (Koenitz 2013, p. 97), findings suggested social interaction

and the human dimension to reserve a lesser role in player immersion. Partly this

dynamic is induced by the yet limited AI technology of today (Zarzycki 2021, p. 756;
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Hudson et la. 2019, 188). Computer-generated citizens were present and viable for

interaction; often even able for combat, though pale imitations of real interaction. Instead

of the city behaving as the facilitator for social connection (Gehl 2010, p. 63; Hudson et

la. 2019, 460), the virtual cities can only imply an active community and united citizenry

through the built environment. Since the literature review, the idea of the social city

within games has evolved and morphed into a different dynamic. The findings prove that

richly themed, layered architecture of implicit character can compensate for the lack of

real people. This interrelation is sparsely suggested (Catalani et la. 2018, p. 284;

Schweizer 2009, p. 76) by but understudied by previous work.

Furthermore, best practices reveal that video game cities can indeed resemble

real cities both by appearance and function (Schweizer 2013, p. 1), though they require

individualized, precise planning with clear intent. The best practices, in the eyes of the

researcher, verify the strong correlation between engagement and immersion, as

suggested by literature (Koenitz et la. 2013, p. 186; Cheng & Cairns 2005, p. 1272). In

essence, game cities thrive in accommodating the singular user of that product while

also appearing to function as a coherent world by itself.

On the other hand, game cities need not be carbon copies of real cities,

employing a myriad of artificial boundaries and tricks. Exceptions are made for the sake

of functionality; fitted for new in-game contexts (Gerber & Götz 2019, p. 14). The

abundance of bridges and water areas, as well as illusory boundaries to line of sight

concretize this observation. Firstly, all three cities are in one way or another, surrounded

by water; Los Santos facing the sea from 3 sides, Night City situated near the coast, and

Gotham’s playable area practically consisting of three islands. Secondly, game cities are

smaller than real cities in scale, and are abstracted to only incorporate necessary core

functions. Thirdly, mountains and less detailed city skylines placed in the horizon can

infer larger scale than actually produced. In line with literature, these demonstrations

argue that in such cases the benefits of maintaining fluidity in the gameplay experience

must outweigh the negative impact of a potential break in immersion (Kukkonen &
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Klimek 2011, p. 18; Gerber & Götz 2019, p. 157). The researcher concurs with the

sentiment of these design choices aiding immersion, as opposed to disrupting it.

3.2. Virtual Cities of Strong Narratives and Contemporary Themes

The findings also demonstrate a strong leniency towards images and narratives as an

equally powerful force to functionality. First presented in literature, rich imageability

(Lynch 1960, p. 2) as well as holistic, atmospheric sensations (Gerber & Götz 2019, p.

229) constitute a large part of enjoyment of game cities. Each location is found to

possess a unique atmosphere and its own narratives communicated through the built

environment.

Researcher’s observations note: Los Santos’ streets are quite wide, and allows

for great amounts of freedom and lawlessness. In contrast, Night City’s repressive

buildings almost sentiently cover up the pale blue, smog-filled sky from vision as street

facades below are robbed of detail and variance. Lastly, Gotham’s arrays of gothic and

spiky architectural structures - coated in art deco and noir textures - succeed in

establishing open claustrophobia, and an air of dark fantasy in a 21st century city.

Similarities were also observed in the chaotic and restless atmosphere of the

games conveyed through urban narratives, for the cities all portray high crime rates and

hostile architecture and planning to an extent. Additionally this correlation confirms the

literature rhetoric of familiar and repeated narratives (Douglas & Hargadon 2000, p. 158)

contributing to user - in these cases player - immersion (Hatavara et la. 2016, p. 89).

The playthrough experiences also extend Cheng & Cairns’ idea of flow state as integral

to immersion (2005, p. 1275). The researcher’s experiences bring forth a directly

proportional relation between strong sensation of atmosphere with the flow state of

immersion.

Secondly - against the initial hypothesis - the best practices note that game

atmosphere consists of many other design disciplines than virtual planning. As
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Lemmenlahti found visual production to be a mere partial aspect of landscapes in

games (2016, p. 111), this study extends this same idea to games. The role of audio,

inherent player agency (Hatavara et la. 2016, p. 73), as well as the interplay between

urban structures and landscape design (Ching 2007, p. 117) warrant further studies.

Hence, virtual planning can be concluded to only improve the aesthetic experience of a

place to a limited extent; tightly wound atmospheres require holistically consistent game

design.

The final keen point sprouting from best practices was that immersion can

emerge from broken cities, and that game cities aren’t meant to be good habitable cities.

Urban design lessons for good, livable space parameters advocated by Gehl (2010, p.

238) and Catalani (2018, p. 242) aren’t always applied as they exist in literature. Best

practices are observed to ignore pleasant public space and harmonic urban design, in

furtherance of conveying an unpleasant atmosphere and hostile aesthetics. Thus,

immersion exists as separate criteria from altruistic, people-centric design, and gritty

hostile cityscapes implicit to game cities, seconding the observations made by

Dimopoulos (2020). Moreover, game cities are shown to replicate social and inequality

problems persistent in real cities such as gentrification and segregation. These issues

in-game act less as a means to spotlight actual problems, but more so as a means to

enhance immersion via dystopian narrative. A city might at first appear

“cold or forbidding, yet its special intensity cannot be denied. To live in this

environment, whatever the economic or social problems encountered, seems to add an

extra depth to experience, whether of delight, melancholy or of belonging”. (Lynch 1960,

p. 92)

In game cities pleasant, safe and beautiful design is neglected - in exchange for

violent and visceral themes inherent to the chosen games. In these game cities, mood

precedes comfort.
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4 Conclusions
4.1. Cracking Game Cities Open

At the beginning of this thesis, these research questions were asked:

➢ How to design immersive imaginary urban environments?

➢ To what extent do game worlds mirror real world problems and phenomena?

➢ In what ways does the design criteria of a good game city di�er from real cities?

In this section, they can be answered, the researcher having scouted literature

related to virtual planning and game cities, and dove into and analyzed the game worlds

themselves. These conclusions contribute to further understand game cities and virtual

planning, for game designers and urban planners invited to tackle game urbanism alike.

Firstly, immersion consists of highly functional, coherent virtual planning

decisions, and of virtual environment atmospheres that align with the game’s tone and

narrative. Game cities must possess urban functions to convincingly convey the flow of

their internal systems and virtual societies. Size and scale can be implied through

abstractions, variety in vertical structures and landscape, and in alluding to farther

destinations outside of the game world.

Secondly, game cities reflect real problems of crime, segregation, gentrification,

and cultural hegemony to a great extent, and displayed as urban narratives; frightening

imperfections in our society work to deepen the story. Principles of habitable and good

city design principles are proven incongruent with effective virtual planning - design

philosophies of game cities are largely dictated by the atmosphere and mood intended.

The phenomena of social injustice in cities evoke strong emotional reactions - ethical
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questions regarding the portrayal and perhaps normalization of such ideas call for

further research.

Thirdly, game cities bear similarity to real cities on a superficial level; emphasizing

imageability of structures and de-emphasizing the social human dimension of cities.

They have a tendency of molding urban elements in service of themes and atmosphere,

placing special emphasis in imbuing forms and structures with meaning and character.

Finally, the thesis concludes - a memorable game city does not strive for artistic

statements and pleasant urban planning serving all. The goal of virtual planning, rather,

is to evoke powerful feelings and induce powerful experiences. A game city is

strengthened by unifying, resonant themes and narratives, carried by perceptive and

creative ways to awaken immersion.
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4.2. Thesis Reflections

This section takes a look back at the research and writing process, and employs a more

contemplative approach towards the topics discussed so far.

Having completed the research process, it now dawns upon the researcher that the

research process should have started earlier from broader perspectives. In case the

literature searching process could have taken a more multi-disciplinary, holistic approach

earlier, the gathered studies might have been even more unified, resonant and

complementing of one another.

Another limit of this study is the similarity of the chosen games’ playstyles, atmosphere

and genre. All of the games featured the main characters partaking in illegal activity and

hovering around the blurred lines of heroism - producing a rather subjective, and even

cynical glance at game cities. In terms of time and place, the games were all featuring

cities located in the US during the 21st century. In further research down the line, other

genres must be explored - possibly games situated in more of a historical or fantastical

context, or perhaps less story-based games like city-building games.

4.2. Additional Areas of Inquiry

Some broader thoughts and ideas on the future developments and applications of video

game cities:

The planners and programmers of the game industry might profit from a simple but solid

framework to improve their design principles through solid design theory, the potential

for which the extended research based on this thesis might be able to fulfill. Video

games are a rising market, and games are slowly evolving to be on par with real cities in

terms of immersion.
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A counter-argument for additional study might deem it illusory and obsolete, since

different games strive for completely different goals and narratives and can hardly follow

the same design frameworks. But perhaps this dynamic itself - whether game cities can

be molded into a discipline - invites deeper research.

The disturbing realism and societal problems portrayed in the gameplays calls into

question the ethics of even showing such phenomena, as well as the appropriate

framing of such topics. It can be interpreted as exploitative of real world inequalities as a

mere means to stimulate player involvement, though the researcher regards the best

practices’ portrayal of the problems as genuine criticism of our society, and a cautionary

awakening. Future studies can however work to clarify the most optimal and productive

ways to incorporate such narratives to game cities, and to conduct research on this topic

from the field of authenticity.
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